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A) lower government spending
B) less economic regulation
C) hard-line positions towards Communism
D) middle-class values
E) working class unionism

1. All of the following are programs Margaret
Thatcher would agree with EXCEPT

A) crushing the powerful British unions
B) defeating Argentina in the Falklands War
C) ending the recession which had been

plaguing England
D) taking a hard-line stance against Polish

repression
E) calling for the fall of the Berlin Wall

2. After becoming very unpopular, Margaret
Thatcher gained an electoral victory by

A) raising taxes
B) privatizing industry
C) subsidizing farming
D) revitalizing commerce
E) increasing the trade balance

3. As Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher's
economic emphasis was

A) conservative reaction against government
spending

B) conservative reaction against appeasement
C) liberal reaction against reliance on oil
D) liberal reaction against social controls
E) libertarian reaction against gun legislation

4. The election of Margaret Thatcher was evidence
of a

A) Great Britain B) Italy
C) France D) West Germany
E) the Netherlands

5. The country which was most reluctant to give
power to a European council after World War II
was

A) created a multinational alliance
B) reduced tariffs and encouraged free trade
C) sank into economic depression
D) elected authoritarian leaders into power

from the left
E) disagreed on how to fight communism

6. After World War II, European nations

A) the French people voted him out
B) he instilled more conservative economic

policies
C) he tried to make the French people proud

again
D) he revamped the French military
E) the French people rioted

7. After Francois Mitterrand’s nationalization
policies failed to help the French economy
recover

A) Mitterrand’s spending helped keep French
citizens off the streets.

B) Mitterrand’s tax decreases saved millions
money.

C) Mitterrand’s nationalization failed to spark
the economy.

D) Mitterrand’s budget reduction cut many
essential services.

E) Mitterrand’s privatization kept the economic
from falling into decay.

8. How successful were the economic policies of
Francois Mitterrand?

A) Francois Mitterrand
B) Jacque Chirac
C) George Pompidou
D) John Major
E) Margaret Thatcher

9. All of the following leaders promoted policies of
decreased savings in the1980s EXCEPT



A) was initially supportive, but soon voted in
the most conservative government of the
Fifth Republic

B) opposed the students from the beginning
due to their insistence on language of
violence and class warfare

C) supported the students throughout, electing
a new President who supported educational
reforms

D) supported the students demands and
attempted to moderate their revolts by
electing a moderate leadership

E) supported the students but began opposing
them when workers became involved

10. How did the French public react to the student
revolts of 1968? The public

A) Workers initially were supportive of the
students.

B) Unions felt that the protests were an ideal
time call for a nationwide one.

C) Workers saw the student movement as an
opportunity to return to the Popular Front.

D) Workers voted en masse to stop the
students from rebelling.

E) Students originally fought without the
workers.

11. How did workers respond to the student protests
in France in May 1968?

A) France’s nuclear build up
B) Charles de Gaulle’s resignation
C) France’s defeat in Algeria
D) the creation of the Common Market
E) the Prague Spring

12. One long-term result of the student protests in
France in 1968 was

A) Factory workers B) Artisans
C) Farmers D) Merchants
E) Industrialists

13. Students in the 1968 French university revolts
were most closely associated with which group?

A) began to revolt when women were not
admitted to major universities

B) were closely aligned with merchants and
small artisans

C) occupied buildings and took over
universities

D) supported Charles de Gaulle’s attempts to
end the Algerian war

E) wanted humanities to play a more
significant role in studies

14. Which of the following statements is true about
student revolts in France in 1968? Students

A) France B) Spain
C) Germany D) Great Britain
E) Italy

15. University student revolts in the late 1960s were
largest in

A) would not give up its African colonies
B) was vehemently pro-American
C) ended its membership in NATO
D) did not allow France to be on the Security

Council
E) had an unstable government

16. Charles de Gaulle and France most clearly
rejected Great Britain’s membership in the
Common Market because Britain

A) the Soviet Union
B) the United States
C) Great Britain
D) decolonization
E) the Cold War

17. The main threat to French independence in the
eyes of Charles de Gaulle was



A) Great Britain prospered while France and
Germany were stuck in a mire they would
not get out of until the 1970s.

B) Europe enjoyed nearly uninterrupted
economic growth until the end of the
1960s.

C) European nations grew during the 1950s,
but sank into depression in the 1960s.

D) France and Germany used Keynesian
strategies to grow, while Great Britain
attempted to deregulate unsuccessfully.

E) Europe rose from depression in the 1950s
into growth in the 1960s.

18. Which of the following best describes the
economic progress of Europe in the twenty
years after World War II?

A) to have better relations with East German
B) social welfare programs to expand
C) to be in sync with the United States’

foreign policy
D) to get out of its recession
E) to grant greater social liberties

19. Helmut Kohl’s election as chancellor of West
Germany allowed West Germany(s)

A) He attempted to subvert communist
governments with spies and West German
agents.

B) He took a hard-line stance, refusing to bow
down to communist demands.

C) He was too soft towards communist often
allowing them to take West German
territory as the price for peace.

D) He tried to normalize relations with the
nations of the communist east.

E) He followed the initiatives of the United
States.

20. Which statement best describes the foreign
policy of Willy Brandt?

A) normalize relations with the Soviet Union
B) apologize for Nazism in Poland
C) attempt to obtain modest political

improvements in Eastern Germany
D) accept loss of Germany territory during

World War II
E) begin the process of knocking down the

Berlin Wall

21. Willy Brandt did all of the following while he
was chancellor of Germany EXCEPT

A) led directly to the fall of the Berlin Wall
B) made Western Germany an economic

super power
C) allowed Western Germany to take a major

part in international affairs
D) put moderate socialist governments in

power throughout Europe
E) prevented conservative forces within

Germany from taking a hard-line stance

22. Willy Brandt’s apology for Nazism and
normalization of relations with Eastern
Germany were important because it

A) Brandt’s hard-line did not allow them to
negotiate with a communist country

B) reunification at that point was completely
impractical

C) East Germany would not even talk to
Western Germany

D) West Germans were not ready to lose their
jobs to poorer Eastern Germans

E) the melding of communist and capitalist
countries could lead to collapse

23. Willy Brandt’s Western German government
did not attempt reunification with Eastern
Germany because



A) was the first time a Marxist had won
B) represented the stability of Germany’s

parliamentary system
C) displayed Germany’s willingness to take a

position in foreign affairs
D) started the movement of Germany towards

a welfare state
E) pushed for the fall of the Berlin Wall

24. Willy Brandt’s rise to the chancellorship of
West Germany was important for Germany
politically because it

A) some Communist countries began allying
with the west

B) western nations realized they could not
stop all communism

C) the United States was not pushing that
stance

D) the Communist governments only became
more regressive

E) the Communist nations had more
successful economies

25. Willy Brandt saw that in the late 1960s and
early 1970s West Germany’s hard-line
anti-Communist stance was ineffective because

A) he refused to take responsibility for
Germany’s genocide during World War II

B) it reflected the foundations of a real
two-party system

C) it ended decades of shifting coalitions and
political instability

D) he created new foreign policy initiatives
taking hard line stances against the
Communist East

E) it marked the beginning of the economic
recovery in Western Germany

26. Willy Brandt’s ascendancy to the chancellor
position was important for West Germany
because

A) declined to stand for the Polish national
anthem

B) asked forgiveness for German atrocities
C) declared the Warsaw Pact evil
D) challenged Poland to invade Germany
E) asked Poles to rise up against Communist

leadership

27. When visiting Poland in 1970, Willy Brandt
famously

A) of divorce and abortion
B) to vote and own property
C) to work outside their home and own their

own businesses
D) to use contraceptives and birth control
E) to choose marriage partners and attend

university

28. The most important reforms for women in
1970s Italy were the rights

A) recession and rapid inflation
B) recession and rapid deflation
C) growth and rapid inflation
D) growth and rapid deflation
E) growth and slow inflation

29. Stagflation consisted of economic

A) turned to South America to get its oil
B) did nothing since as a big oil exporter it

benefited
C) invaded Afghanistan
D) agreed to sell oil to Western nations
E) formed a cartel with other non-OPEC

nations

30. How did the Soviet Union respond to the OPEC
oil crisis of the 1970s? The Soviet Union



A) nations wanted revenge for the loss against
Israel

B) supplies were slowly running low
C) countries were not making enough money

to keep the economy afloat
D) Colonel Khadafy wanted to prevent

another coup d'etat
E) the Soviet Union needed to be stopped as

competition

31. In the 1970s, OPEC raised its prices and limited
its exports because

A) persuade people to switch to oil from coal
B) allow the Western European nations to

recover
C) prevent war with Israel
D) keep the United States from invading the

Middle East
E) drive other oil-producing countries to make

their own union

32. Before the 1970s, OPEC kept prices relatively
low in order to

A) foreigners began to panic and demand
American gold for their dollars

B) Richard Nixon decided to stop devaluing
American gold

C) OPEC decided to stop selling oil to
Western nations

D) the Soviet Union would not do business
with Western nations

E) NATO invaded Cambodia

33. World inflation was started in the early 1970s
when

A) buying favor in Eastern Europe by way of
aid and credit

B) using military force to enforce agreements
with the east

C) allowing the communists to still maintain
some control

D) apologizing for the atrocities of World War
II

E) maintaining superiority through economy
rather than the military

34. Helmut Kohl’s agreement with Gorbachev to
unite Germany followed the tradition of Willy
Brandt by

A) made Germany the strongest state in
Central Europe and endangered the Soviet
Union

B) forced Western Germany to end its
forty-year alliance with the West to reunite

C) made Germany the most powerful
economic state in the world

D) threatened France which had lowered its
defenses

E) could be an example for other Warsaw Pact
nations

35. The reunification of East and West Germany in
1990 could have posed problems because it

A) political sphere
B) international sphere
C) economic sphere
D) trade sphere
E) language sphere

36. The last aspect of the merger between East and
West Germany to be completed was the

A) the economic rivalry between them
B) the competition over African colonies
C) the growth of the French and West German

armies
D) the gaining conservatism in Europe
E) the political battle in the Balkans

37. One reason there was a gap between the foreign
policy of European nations and the United
States through the late 1970s and early 1980s
was



A) Western nations to respect the barriers of
the Eastern nations

B) Eastern nations to respect the human rights
of their people

C) Western nations to release their African
colonies

D) Eastern nations to not spy on Western
nations

E) Western nations to stop arms buildup

38. One accomplishment of the Helsinki conference
on security and cooperation in Europe that
failed to live up to its expectations was the
promise by

A) budget deficits
B) deflation
C) lower borrowing rates
D) balanced budgets
E) lowered unemployment

39. Greater government spending in the 1970s led
to

A) greater government spending
B) lower unemployment
C) higher industrial growth
D) balanced budgets
E) less government borrowing

40. One result of the use of the government to
address social needs in the 1970s and 1980s was

A) the welfare systems assembled after World
War II saw to people’s social needs

B) banks were willing to lend money because
they were convinced of a quick recovery

C) political stability encouraged companies to
move to Western Europe

D) OPEC was more willing to sell petroleum
to Europe rather than the United States

E) Europeans had saved well from the boom
of the 1960s

41. Mass suffering and degradation was avoided in
Western Europe during the economic
depression of the 1970s and 1980s because

A) energy was more expensive
B) computer technology was slow to develop
C) employees chose service jobs rather than

manufacturing
D) government regulation hampered industry

growth
E) social welfare motivated people to stay

home

42. Industry declined in the 1970s because

A) a decline in new innovation
B) increased prices of energy
C) political instability
D) violent wars
E) the slowing of industry

43. The economic crisis of the 1970s was sparked
by what?

A) stagflation
B) large deficits
C) voodoo economics
D) Keynesian economics
E) the welfare state

44. When industrial output fell and energy costs
rose in the 1970s, Europe experienced

A) improved
B) depended more on the United States
C) sank into depression
D) stagnated slightly
E) included the Eastern bloc countries

45. As a result of the formation of the Common
Market, the European economy

A) high population growth
B) the decreased importance of motherhood in

a woman’s life
C) Eastern European nations to grow, while

Western Europe shrunk
D) a sharp decrease in unemployment by the

1980s
E) the shrinking of major metropolitan

European cities

46. Lower marriage and child-bearing ages after
World War II led to



A) initially decreased, but soon increased
heavily

B) initially increased, but then decreased
dramatically

C) increased continually
D) decreased continually
E) increased, decreased, and then increased

again

47. What is true about post-World War II
population growth in Western Europe?
Population

A) a missile defense system
B) computer technology
C) alternative energy sources
D) cold fusion
E) atomic particle physics

48. Big Science’s most important development in
the 1980s was

A) Big Science
B) Military spending
C) Energy policy
D) Social welfare
E) Infrastructure

49. Which area experienced the most cuts during
the restraint of government spending in the
1980s?

A) the unwillingness to open universities to
women and immigrants

B) the elitism of universities which only
taught old-fashioned humanities and
science

C) the inability to train for jobs and the desire
to avoid becoming mindless technocrats

D) rapidly increasing costs of higher
education

E) the lack of professors competent to teach
the growing number of students

50. The biggest problem Western European youths
fought against in the 1960s regarding education
was

51. Base your answer on the picture below.

A) Kremlin
B) palace at Versailles
C) Vatican
D) Crystal Palace
E) Tower of London

The photograph above shows the

A) a new crop of conservative leaders elected
in the late 1970s and early 1980s

B) a widespread economic depression across
Europe

C) attacks by the Soviet Union on
Afghanistan which unified Europe

D) a new generation of Soviet leadership in
Mikhail Gorbachev

E) the economic ties between the two groups

52. The Atlantic Alliances of Western Europe and
the United States continued to survive through
disagreements in the 1970s due partially to

A) Margaret Thatcher
B) Jacque Chirac
C) John Major
D) Helmut Kohl
E) Willy Brandt

53. All of the following are conservative
post-World War II European leaders EXCEPT

A) increased anti-feminist opposition
B) greater attention paid to international

issues
C) energy crises
D) spending cuts and privatization
E) the moderation of government

54. The women’s movement of the 1970s slowed in
the 1980s and 1990s due to



A) fewer women were working outside the
home

B) rates of childbirth were increasing
C) activists were inspired by student protests

and civil rights movements
D) women were granted voting rights

throughout Europe
E) conservatives were elected into power

55. A revitalized women's movement took place in
the 1970s because

A) women did not want to interfere with their
careers

B) households could not afford to take care of
children

C) the baby boom had led to extreme
overpopulation

D) families were more satisfied without
children

E) increased privatization discouraged
childbirth

56. Birthrate declined in the 1970s and 1980s in
Western Europe mostly because

A) assert their own creativity
B) work outside of the home
C) avoid marrying
D) undergo child birth early
E) find men who respected them

57. Simone de Beauvoir argued that in order to
liberate themselves women must

A) were essentially free but had been trapped
by conditions

B) could never be free
C) were trapped by the excesses of men
D) needed to revolt violently
E) could never be free in a capitalism society

58. Simone de Beauvoir argued that women

A) Simone de Beauvoir
B) Mary Wollstonecraft
C) Pearl Buck
D) Gloria Steinham
E) George Sand

59. Influential work on the role of women The
Second Sex was written by

A) rarely worked from the home by the late
twentieth century

B) worked predominantly in factories in the
nineteenth century

C) worked mostly as teachers in the late
twentieth century

D) often worked as servants in the nineteenth
century

E) only of higher classes worked outside the
home in the nineteenth century

60. The difference in the nature of work for women
after marriage  from the nineteenth century to
the late twentieth century was that women

A) Two thirds of all married women were
working.

B) Half of all married women were working.
C) Only poorer married women were

consistently working.
D) The number of married women working

declined since the seventies.
E) Most women worked for fulfillment, rather

than for the money.

61. What was the role of women in the workforce in
the 1980s?

A) austere B) idealist
C) romantic D) temperamental
E) activist

62. Students in the 1980s could best be described as

A) desire to put careers ahead of love
B) lack of money to provide for a family
C) increase in the amount of time needed for

college
D) movement of jobs to third world countries
E) necessity of providing for ones parents

before moving on

63. The average age for a newly married couple
rose in the 1980s due to the



A) A publicly funded higher education system
which students could attend free of charge

B) More focus on ancient Greek and Roman
studies, along with other humanities

C) Democratic decision making in large
organizations

D) Younger people more in touch with
students running university organizations

E) Universities run by students rather than by
a paid professional staff aside from
professors

64. What did European students in the late 1960s
see as the solution to educational problems?

A) the atrocities of the United States in
Vietnam

B) higher education and technocrats
C) all politicians in power
D) problems of social change
E) capitalism in Western Europe

65. Unlike in the United States, student protest in
the 1960s in Europe was fought against

A) violent wars on the European continent led
young people to rebel

B) the large number of young people could
not be supported by the economy

C) youths were unoccupied to their lack of
jobs

D) decades of war their parents experienced
led to a generational gap

E) republics which had been fermented in
Europe were coming apart

66. The youth culture fused with counter culture in
the 1960s because

A) mass communication and youth travel
B) postwar prosperity which gave them more

purchasing power
C) the postwar baby boom led youth to have a

large influence on society
D) prosperity meant that good jobs were

readily available
E) political instability led youths to become

active

67. All of the following contributed to the
international youth counter culture movement in
the 1960s EXCEPT


